C5 Series 2
In-Ear Headphones
Thanks to improvements in small-scale drive unit design,
the latest version of our C5 in-ear headphones sounds
more natural and controlled than ever. C5 Series 2
comes from Bowers & Wilkins, an audio company
with close to five decades of experience creating the
loudspeakers that world-leading recording studios such
as Abbey Road depend upon. Listen and you’ll see.

Reasons to buy C5 Series 2 In-Ear Headphones
Acoustics

Features

Superb sound C5 Series 2 use a new 9.2mm dynamic driver, and have Secure Loop design The C5 Series 2 features our innovative Secure
been optimised to deliver bass that’s powerful yet precisely controlled, Loop design – cushioned loops that curl around the ear’s inner rim to
resulting in a more natural, open and detailed sound.
hold them in place. The loops are infinitely adjustable, so you always
get the perfect fit. Or they can be detached, if you would rather use the
C5 Series 2 without.

Micro Porous Filter Bowers & Wilkins is dedicated to bringing you closer Usability and comfort C5 Series 2 include an improved remote and
to the true sound of music. The C5 Series 2’s unique Micro Porous Filter microphone control that has been redesigned to improve usability. These
ensures the sound you hear is open, spacious and full of rich, lifelike detail, headphones are lighter than the previous version, which means they’re
an even more comfortable fit.
just like you hear with our reference Hi-Fi speakers.

In the box

Compatibility

C5 Series 2 In-Ear Headphones

The remote and mic are supported only by iPhone 3GS or later, iPad, iPod touch (2nd

Extra-small, medium and large ear tips

generation or later), iPod classic (120GB, 60GB), and iPod nano (4th generation or later).

Storage pouch

The remote is supported by iPod shuffle (3rd generation or later). Audio is supported by
all iPad and iPod models.

Availability

Meet the family

C5 Series 2 is available in Black
Price: £149.99 / $179.99 / €179.99

P5 Series 2 These headphones deliver a
truly revelatory sound experience, thanks to
an all-new drive unit design inspired by our
Hi-Fi speakers, and adapted from our flagship
P7 headphones.

For more information go to:
www.bowers-wilkins.co.uk/c5

P7 For these award-winning headphones we
have drawn on everything we know about
speaker technology and created a new
standard for portable Hi-Fi sound quality.

